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Russian Ballet Duo
To Open Series

IFC Delegates Discuss
Fraternity Improvements

Tho Russian ballet team of
Kovach and Rabovsky will
open the 1962-63 Artists
Series at 8:15 p.m. Thursday,
in the ballroom.
This starring duo and their
company will perform a program

Interfratcrnity Council held its annual President's Conference this week end at Potswatomi Inn. near Angola, Ind.,
to discuss methods of improving the Greek system on the
Bowling Green campus.
Attending the meetings on October 6. and 7. were Wallace
W. Taylor, dean of men. and presidents and representatives
of all the fraternities on cam- engaging in projects to first betpus, in addition to I.F.C. of- ter the campus and then the comficers. Many suggestions designed munity of Bowling Green.
to aid fraternities in solving their
2. Staging a program similar

problems were discussed and some
were approved.
Among the problems discussed
was improving the image of
Greeks on campus. Ideas proposed
to improve this image were:
1. Fraternity pledge classes

Board Announces
Chosen Candidates
For Queen Election
Palo J. Rothmann. chairman of
the Student Election! Hoard, has
announced the slate of candidates
for homecoming queen. Thirteen
women, representing 12 sororities
and Prout Residence Hall, are
competing for the title of Homecoming Queen of 1962.
The candidates and their sororities (or dormitory) are as follows:
Alpha Chi Omega, Nancy A. Link;
Alpha Delta Pi. Sandra S. Earhart;
Alpha Gamma Delta, Judi K. Rluhm; Alpha Phi, I'eggv A. Elliott;
Alpha Xi Delta, Pat A. Lewicki;
Chi Omega. Barbara J. Gourley;
Delta Gamma, Gwendolyn Si.
Jones; Delta Zeta, Beverly R.
Falvey; Delta Xi Delta. Carol J.
Bragg: Gamma Phi Beta, Patricia
J.
Wiesniowski; Kappa Delta.
Carol L. Pellingcr; Phi Mu, Helen
M. Rickerd; Prout Hall. Marlcne
K. Winner.
The homecoming election will
be held Thursday. October 18.
Candidates must turn their pictures in at the Student Activities
by .1:30 p.m. today.
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of hiphlijrhts from the ballet classics in the Russian tradition. The
team i.s noted for performing
skilleil dances, soaring leaps, and
graceful excerpts.

to ROTC programs during orientation to give incoming freshmen
and their parents a true image of
fraternity life.
3. The Four-Point program
proposed by Donald K. Winston
on September 2fi, which will bring
more art and culture to the campus in the form of art displays
and jazz concerts sponsored by
the l.F.C. The Conference gave
the program a vote of approval.
4. A social event for freshmen,
which would be sponsored by the
I.F.C. The freshmen would be able
to meet the fraternity men and
get information on Greek life.
This also received a vote of approval.
Both proposals that were approved at the conference must be
voted on and approved at the regular I.F.C. meetings before they
can go into effect.
Another proposal that met with
approval was the raising of the
qualification* for men who want
to go through closed rush. If the
proposal goes through, these men
would need a minimum grude average of 2.0. The former rule
stated that the men needed either
a minimum grade average of 2.0
or a 2.0 the preceding semester.
Summing up the feelings of
those who attended the conference was Robert F. Bell, president of Pi Kappa Alpha, who said,
"Th" m»"tir>jr« proved •» bo ■••*••;■
worthwhile. We worked together
well and realized that this close
co-operation will make the Greek
system stronger on the Bowling
Green campus."

Their famous technique was
learned behind the Iron Curtain

KOVACH AND RABOVSKY will be lh« opening performers lor the 1962 63
Artist Serlei, which beqini at 8:15 p.m. Thursday In the ballroom. The Russian
ballet team, which Is world famous, will perform a program of highlights from
the ballet classics in Iho Russian tradition. Tickets for this performance are on
sale in the lobbr ol the Union. Student admission tickets are 25c.

Sororities Pledge 77
Sororities gained seventy-seven women in fall rush held
Oct. 1 through Oct. 7.
Six sororities pledged up to the maximum quota: Alpha
Chi Omega, Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha Phi, Alpha Xi Delta,
Chi Omega, and Kappa Delta.
The following is a list of upperclass women who have
been pledged.
I.. Van Dusen, Dana F. Williams,
Alpha Chi Omega
I.iuda I.. Freewalt, Judith A.
Get-Inch. Margie A. Roger, Mary
K. Orlando, Martha I.. Popp, Judy
A. Spurlock

Carol A. /.email
Alpha Phi
Margaret M. Hunt. Patricia H.
McGuire. Sandra L. Miller, Paillette M. Rady, Sharon R. Schraium,

Alpha Delta PI

ki>, Constance J. Vish, Mary F.
Wallers
Alpha XI Doha
Betty I.. Fantozzi, Susan C.
Gray. Kathleen A. Ivey, Judith
A. Wargo, Susan I.. Wehrmann,
Sally I.. Williams.
Chi O
M
Pamela A. Beehner. Jean C.
(Con't On Page I, Col 6)

Linda S. Bonham, Gail A. F.akley, Karen M. English, Mary A.
Foucht. Christy A. Grinnoll, Linda A. Marshall. Sharon F. Mazur.
Bonnie .1. Morton, Carol I,. Odell.
PhyllUj .1. Welter
Alpha Gamma Delta
Carol A. Dyke. Diane I.. Griffith. Carole .1. Lelnard, Marilyn

Sandra A. Showera, AJycc A. Toa-

English, Finnish Profs., US General Visit Here

Galen Introduces
Electronic Stove
Mien>-wave cooking on a newly
installed electronic range at the
home economic department's home
management residence was demonstrated by Mrs. Evelyn Galen of
the Toledo Edison Company last
Wednesday.
After explaining the use and
care of the electronic range. Mrs.
Qalen demonstrated the range's
superiority ow conventional gas
anil electric ovens. Using the range,
she baked a cup cake in 20 seconds,
fried an egg in 26 seconds, and
baked a potato in five minutes,
one-twelfth the time an ordinary
oven would have required to do the
same job. On tho range, a hamburger can bo fried in 80 seconds,
and a medium steak is done in 3H
minutes.
All cooking in this process is
done by micro-waves, by means of
high-frequency radio energy. The
only heat produced is within the
food itself. The micro-wave energy
is absorbed by the food instantaneously.
An unusunl fenture of microwave cooking is that only glass or
paper utensils can be used. Such
items as frozen vegetables can now
IM' cooked in their original containers.
Following the demonstration, a
buffet supper was served by the
six women students living in the
home management residence. University guests present were Dr.
Georgia Halstead, chairman of the
home economics department, Laura
K Heston. professor of home economics, and Mrs. Laura D. Kivlin,
Instructor in home economics. Miss
Deanna J. Bolfa is instructor at
the residence.

Vote Due Tomorrow
On Dorm Constitution
Tomorrow University women will
vote on revisions of the Residence
Hall Constitution.

VISITING MAJOR GENERAL Raymond Bell, deputy commanding general ol
the Second Army, was greeted by local army personnel last Thursday. The major
general was here for an Informal TISII with President Ralph G. Harshman. An
honor guard was formed lor him by the Army ROTC band and the Pershing
Rifles.

EXPERT INSTRUCTION was given In field hockey to women's physical education classes last Thursday. The official hockey coach from England to America.
Primrose Upton, made a stop here and gave instruction In the fundamentals o|
the gamo. Miss Upton, who has won many field hockey honors in England. Is on
a four month U.S. tour, sponsored by the U.S. Field Hockey Association.

The revisions were approved at
the legislative Board meeting of
the Association of Women Students last Tuesday. The revisions in
Article VII of the Residence Hall
Constitution were read at corridor meetings last Wednesday.

in the famous schools of Leningrad. Moscow and Budapest.
The recognition of the amazing
talent of Nora Kovach and Istvan
Rabovsky has been shared by countries all over the world. In 1953,
while on tour with the Budapest
State Rallet of Hungary in East
Berlin, they escaped to West Berlin via a subway.
Recently returned from New
Zealand, where they guest starred
with the New Zealand Ballet Company, the couple heralded a new
era in dance in that island country. The New Zealand press wrote,
"Kovach and Rabovsky have done
more to hoost New Zealand interest in ballet, than anything to
date."
But accolades in New Zealand
only were echoing the praises of
American critics. America's Dean
of Critics, Brooks Atkinson of the
New York Times, wrote in 19B0 of
Nora Kovach then appearing in
tho Broadway show "From A to
Z," that "Nora Kovach, the girl
with the Greek profile, dances
beautifully."
Not to be outdone, ihe New
York Herald Tribune wrote of
Istvan Rabovsky in the ballet,
"Scheherazade," ". . . and in Istvan Rabovsky the most electrifying 'Favorite Slave' since the days
of Yurek Shnbelevsky."
Together Kovach and Rabovsky
combine the Bolshoi technique
with the lyrical line and beauty of
the Leningrad school resulting in
an exciting, thrilling and yet flowing performance.
Tickets for this performance
are on sale in the lobby of the
Union. Prices for regular student
general admission tickets are 25c.
General reserved seats for the
season cost $8.25 and balcony
seats are $11 to $13.50.

Government Offers
Fulbright Grants
United States Government scholarships are now avnilable for
graduate study or research abroad
according to Dr. Gilbert Abcarian,
assistant professor of political
science.
In addition. Travel-Only grants,
which supplement a scholarship
awarded by a foreign university,
government or private donor, are
available to any of seven participating countries.
Eligibility requirements are:
United States citizenship, a bachelor's degree or its equivalent in
professional
training, language
ability adequate to the demands of
the proposed study program, and
good health. Preference is given
to applicants under 36 years of
age.
The grants are under the Fulbright-llays Act and are administered by the Institute of International Education. Students who
are interested may obtain detailed
information
and
application
blanks from Dr. Abcarian, the
campus Fulbright adviser. The
deadline for filing applications
is Thursday, Nov. 1.

Finnish Professor Visits Mandell
Finnish professor Dr. Axel Grandell, a recent visitor
at the home of Dr. Maurice I.
•Mandell, professor of business administration, says
that Finnish university students have much more freedom
then their American counterparts.

MANDELL MEETS GRANDELL. Dr. Maurice L Man
dell, professor ol business administration, talks with a
visiting Finnish professor. Dr. Axel Grandoll, recior ol a
business college in Finland. Dr. Grandell was a recent

house guMt of Dr. Mandell's. The two professors became
previously acquainted while Dr. Mandell was teaching in
Finland on a Fulbright Scholarship.

Rector of a business college in
Abo, Finland, Dr. Grandell is in
the United States to attend the
Eighth International Accounting
Convention. He became acquainted with Dr. Mandell when, as the
recipient of a Fulbright Scholarship, Dr. Mandell was teaching
in Finland.
Comparing American and Finnish universities, Dr. Grandell
noted that more emphasis is
placed on language in Finland
than in this country.
He said that three languages
are studied by students in Finnish
high schools. In addition to this,
Finland has the highest literacy
rate in the world.
Discussing grading policies, Dr.

Grandell said, "No grades are
given in subjects on the university level, but examinations are
given in the major fields of interest after the student has completed his studies and is ready to
try for his degree. A general test
is usually given at the end of
the school term. If the student
fails to pass this test he can be
dropped from the university."
There are no fraternities or university-sponsored athletic clubs
on Finnish campuses. Rather, the
students form their own clubs
according to their particular field
of study he went on to say.
Within these clubs the students
form divisions or smaller clubs,
according to their interests. The
clubs hold intramural competition
in such sports as skiing, rowing,
etc. There also is some intercollegiate competition between clubs.
Dr. Grandell said that Finnish clubs
sometimes compete with clubs
from Sweden, giving the competition an international flavor.
Changing the direction of the
conversation, he said that he admired American individuality and

drive in the business world. He
also mentioned that Finland, Norway, Sweden, and Denmark are
the most Americanized countries
in the world.
Discussing the impact of the
European Common Market on Finland, Dr. Grandell emphasized the
fact that the subject is of importance politically as well as economically to Finland.
He said
that Russia has the potential to
apply political pressure to Finland, if the latter should decide
to join the Common Market.
He said that 18-20 Co of Finland's trade is with Russia and
that grain, cars, and agriculturist
machines arc imported from Russia. Finland exports boats and
machine tools to Russia, according to Dr. Grandell.
Dr. Grandell planned to resume his tour of American universities when he left Bowling Green
last Friday. Accompanied by hie
wife, he intends to visit Honolulu
before returning to Finland in November. Dr. Grandell is in the
United States at the invitation of
the State Department.
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Editorially Speaking

Students Lack Necessary Skills
In Composition, Grammar—Why?

Christmas Vacation
Christmas vacation has been altered from previous years.
Length of the recess has been shortened and make-up
classes have been scheduled for the first Saturday following
vacation.
Administrative officials set up the academic calendar. It
was approved by vote of the faculty and reviewed by Council on Student Affairs before becoming final.
Each semester must contain 75 class days in addition to
examination days. This is the primary factor in building the
University calendar, Dr. Kenneth H. McFall, vice president,
explains.
In our present semester, Thanksgiving vacation will begin at noon Wednesday, Nov. 21, Christmas recess begins at
noon Saturday, Dec. 15 and ends at 6 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 2.
With this arrangement Wednesday evening classes will meet
as regularly scheduled, but Wednesday afternoon classes will
be made up Saturday morning.
Our new 18-day Christmas vacation is comparable to
Ohio University and Miami University—both of which are
on semester plans. Ohio University has a recess running from
Dec. 15 to Jan. It. Miami University ends classes at noon Dec.
14 and resumes them at 1 p.m. Jan. 2.
A shorter Christmas vacation is desirable. The longer
recesses such as we have had in the past allow a break in continuity of the semester that cannot be regained in the few
weeks remaining in the semester after vacation.
We are in favor of a shorter Christmas vacation. The idea
of having classes on Saturday morning to make up for Wednesday afternoon classes is not so appealing.
With the necessity of having 75 complete class days, we
can see that a half day taken off Nov. 21 must be made up
somewhere.
Traveling on Jan. 1 is undesirable because of the danger
involved. Last year's Student Council action asking for an extension of vacation to Jan. 3 is an indication of student feeling here. It is apparent that having Wednesday (Jan. 2) afternoon classes would not be desirable for students'having a long
distance to travel.
Perhaps for this year Saturday morning classes are the
only solution. We can only hope that future calendars will be
arranged so that classes are not held on undesirable days.
— Ann Jett

Letter To The Editor
'Asses And Editors'
Tii the Editor:
This rammer while reading the
Toledo Blade I happened t» read a
very Intereiting editorial, it was
originally written in the Oreenahoro (N.C.) Daily News and 1 hope
it will tarnish food for thought
for the University as it did for me.
it is entitled Attti ami Sditon.
One of the dailies that crosses
our desk during the nrndeinic season is the Daily Tar Heel edited
by the students at Chapel Hill.
which on days of editorial placidity is often like an angry wasp
buning in ii swarm of butterflies.

Bouifiiuj Green State IW'crsitj
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Lately an editor of the Daily
Tar Heel suggested that the paper
might be belter off "under the
aegis" of the School of Journalism.
Certainly such a course, for the
traditionally Independent paper,
would offer refuge from its recruiting difficulties and peace of
mind for the editors. Ultimately,
however, il would also make adults
responsible for its editorials; and
if one believes ill the right and duty
Of youth to be rash, that would be
unhappy.
For that reason, we were glad

to read a lengthy declaration by
the present editors Opposing the
Journalism School solution for the
Tar Heel. It said, ill psrt:
". , , In a sense, if an editor is
to be in any way effective, he must
have the complete right to make an
ass of himself. This does not mean
. . . that he should try consciously
to bo an enfant terrible. Hut it does
mean that he should write always
as a student, prone to foibles and
frailties that make him a student,
unhampered by some outside influence that calls conscience on
tiiin at the drop of a hat . . .
"If the editor of this, or any
other college newspaper feels that
the mayor, the governor, the
chancellor, a professor or anyone
else is a bumbling idiot, he should
be able to say so. If he's wrong,
his error will not go unnoticed ...
He'll find out soon enough..."
We have seldom seen the basic
principle of editorial freedom—for
students or
graybeards—better
stated.
Hill Kauch

Official
Announcements

^ SHOE

SHOP
Ml South Malm SL

Students under 21 years of age who
plan to take the Oral Polio Vaccine
at the clinic lo be held October 17
in Memorial Hall should get a form to
be signed by their parents. These forms
are available from their Head Resident.
Ot| campus students may obtain permission slips from the oilice of the
Dean of Students.

DINOS
Spagetti

Barbecued Chicken

Torpedos
Call 354-4603

JUNIOR CLASS PRESIDENT. William F. Calhoun (center), presented service
recognition trophies lo officer* of lai! year's Sophomore Class last night at the
Junior Class officers' meeting. Dennis S. McGurer (left), past Sophomore Class
vice presldont and vice president of the Junior Class, and Garry H. Coulter, past
Sophomore Class secretary, hold their service awards. The qavel and trophy In
the foreground are for William L. Ommert. past class president, and Bonnie A.
Gawronski. past class treasurer, who were not available for the picture.

Professorially Speaking

1962-Turning Point For ETV;
Government Authorizes Direct Aid
By Dr. H. Franklin Smith
Instructor In Speech
Years from now, communicnper cent of the nation's radio stations were operated by colleges
tion.s historians will no doubt note
that I'.■'':! was the year that mil- and universities.
lions of American:; huddled for
Howover. many of these educa
hours
before
their television
tlonal institutions were forced to
sets and applauded John Glenn.
give us their licenses because of
No doubt they also will give recoginadequate planning. lack of finition to the first instantaneous
nancial support, faculty and adtelevision linkage of Kurope and
ministrative apathy toward this
America with the launching of
now "toy." and the pressure of
'IVI star.
commercial competition. A few in
stitutlons, notably the larger unl
On the other hand, they may reversifies, managed to retain their
cord that 11IG2 was most .signifiAM licenses.
cant not because of these dramatic
Men from these schools led a
ovenls, but because that year was
a turning point for America's continually growing number of
supporters in efforts to acquire
Fourth Network, or as some have
a portion of the AM channels for
chosen to label educational broadthe exclusive Use of education.
castinjr, our Second Service.
Several hills providing for such
For the first time in broadcastreservations were introduced in
ing history, the Federal governCongress during the late twenties
ment this year authorized direct
and enrly thirties. All of them
financial aid to educational broadwere defeated. As a result, the
casting Congress Approved legisAM radio channels were left largelation authorising $:t2,000,000 "to
ly in the hands of commercial
establish a program of Federal
broadcasters.
matching grants for the construcThe first victory for educational
tion of television broadcasting fabroadcasting eventually came in
cilities to be used for educational
1988 when the Federal Communipurposes.1 Congress also passed
a law requiring that television seta cations Commission reserved twenty-five channels in the FM hand
shipped in interstate commerce
for
noncommercial educational
must be equipped to receive the
stations.
70 I'lIF channels as well as the
My 1061 the educators were de12 VIIF channels.
termined not to allow the teleTwo thirds ol educational television channels to go by default
vision's channel reservations are in
to commercial interests. The Joint
tho UHF portion of the broadcast
Council for Educational Televispectrum. Thus. It Is hoped. In a
sion was organised to represent
few yoars most viewers will as
educators before the FCC, which
readily be able to receive ETV as
at the time was considering how
well as commercial programs. With
television channels should he althe prospect of ETV being avalla
located on a national basis. With
bio to anyone who chooses lo view
the added assistance of CommisIt. and with financial assistance
sioner Frieda Hennock, a strong
forthcoming, a national educational
advocate of educational reservatelevision system may more speedl
tions, the educators were successly become a reality.
ful.
It is desirable that the network
In its historic Sixth Report and
be established as soon as possible;
Order of April 11, 1962, the FCC
it has taken ten years to activate
reserved 212 assignments, (80
the sixty-four educational televiVIIF and 162 UHF) or approxision stations now on the air, fortymately eleven per cent of availafive of which are operating in the
ble channels for noncommercial
VIIF part of the spectrum reuse. Several additional reservaserved for ETV. There are grow*
tions have since been made. The
Ing demands for the limited broadfirst station to be activated on
cast frequencies for military, inan educational channel was KUHT,
dustrial, commercial and now inlicensed to the University of Housternational uses, and it is queston. Tho station began broadcast
tionable bow lonp channels will
operation in May, 1953.
continue to he reserved for eduWhat is the future of educacation if they are not used.
tional broadcasting? There are
Certainly the growth of educa- now 809 assignments for ETV.
tional broadcasting has been a
At the end of 1061, the National
gradual and arduous one. Prior to
al and educational possibilities of
World War I, much of the develop- this new medium of radio, many
ment of wireless and radio equipAssociation of Kducational Broadment took place in the physics casters reported that a minimum
laboratories of our colleges and of 633 additional channels will be
universities. Foreseeing the culturneeded to develop n national television system. It remains to be
of these experimenters persuaded
their institutions to operate radio seen how many of these channels
stations. In fact, by 1D23, twelve
will be reserved.

When-Sunday, Oct. 14, 6-10 p.m.

Dress-Casual

Where-Sidecut Park in Maumee*

Entertainment-Great

Steaks
Ribs

VITALIS KEEPS YOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!
Greatest discovery since the comb! Vitalis with V-7®, the
greaseless grooming discovery. Keeps your hair neat all day
without grease-and prevents dryness, too. Try Vitalis today.

-JUNIOR CLASS PARTYMusic-"RAMBLERS" from the
"Rocking Chair"

Free Delivery

Pizza

' ^ V f>

By Don Winston. NEWS Stall Writer
five classes, each one comprised of
Two freshman students, Roger
and Jo Ann. are having difficulty 35 to 40 students, that's 200 themes
to grade. If it were possible to
with English. Their grammar is
poor and their writing attempts grade one theme in ten minutes,
which is a very conservative estilead them only to frustration and
mate, it would take approximately
despair.
33 hmns each week to grade the
Roger and Jo Ann are just two
200 themes." This, he stated, would
of more than HO freshman students
be in addition to a teacher's daily
attending the University who are
hours in school, not including class
either receiving or are in desperate
need of special instruction in Eng- preparation.
Literature Emphasised
lish composition and grammar
"A teacher is only human and
skills.
The important question is not just can't keep a pace like that,"
said Dr. Bashore. He indicated
why these students are having
what happens instead is that the
trouhle but how this situntion came
high school English teacher emabout. Is it the student's fault
phasizes courses in literature which
they're having these problems? If
take less paper-grading.
not—then whose fault is it?
"Consequently," continued Dr.
Mrs. Martha Wertheim, instrucBashore, "the student doesn't get
tor in a Remedial English 00
course, places the blame on the pri- enough practical writing experimary and secondary school sys- ence in high school. When he comes
tems. "Often high schools don't to college, he must write not simpteach students grammar," began
ly paragraphs but whole themes in
Mrs. Wertheim. "This may be an class. The student falls down even
indication that college professors on basic organization and becomes
are not teaching future teachers
frustrated.
how to teach."
Dr. Bashore suggested one positive remedy to this problem would
Method* Breakdown
be to reduce the size of the high
Mrs. Wertheim reported that in
school classroom, thus enabling the
many universities there is a
teacher to concentrate on composi"breakdown" in teaching methods
tion skills.
courses and in courses taught to
Student Attitude
prospective teachers.
One other important factor in
"Colleges aren't teaching teachEnglish problems brought out by
ers what they need to know to
Dr. Bashore was student attitude.
teach," she said.
"The freshman students bring
Mrs. Wertheim was herself a
with them certain unfavorable athigh school English teacher for
titudes toward English courses,"
seven years. During her secondary
he said. "They think that because
school teaching career, she taught
they've been speaking the lanboth regular English courses and a
guage all their lives they shouldn't
special advanced placement courses
have to come to college and take a
for high school seniors. The adcourse in it,"
vanced placement course is one in
Dr. Bashore then pointed out the
which the high school senior comfallacies in this attitude. "Beginpletes a 12th and 13th year Engning students don't realize that
lish program in one year.
they not only must be abte to speak
Dr. James R. Bashore Jr., Dithe language, but also they must
rector of Freshman English, outlearn how to control it. They must
1
lined the reason for the alleged
IK able to adapt their language to
Indolence on the part of the high
many different situations."
school teachers. He pointed out
Students faced with the above
there is a definite lack of practical
problems should not become diswriting experience in the secondcouraged however. "Above all,"
ary schools, but not without good
said Mrs. Wertheim, "they should
reason.
avoid feeling apathetic."
"For example," stated Dr. Ha"If I can destroy a student's
shore, "consider the typical high
apathy, then learning is but anschool teacher's load of four or
other .single step."

Refreshments-Cider, Doughnuts,
andToasted Marshmellows

Transportation-Car Caravan dedeparting from B.G. at 5:45 p.m.
Stag or Dates
Information-Contact Stephen Henderson

•IN CASE OF BAD WEATHER—OLD NEST IN PORTAGE
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Falcon Team To Host
Cross Country Meet

Unbeaten Falcons Win 3rd Victory;
Move Into MAC Leadership Tie
his short, bullet-like passes.
In fact. Thodar was just about
After
Saturday's
hard the whole show for Western offensively. The Broncos could gain
fouRht 10-6 win over Western only a'.' yards on the ground.
The. Howling Croon offensive
Michigan, the unbeaten Falcons are tied with Miami and statistics were almost the opposite
of Westerns. Hob Fearnside comOhio University atop the Mid- pleted five of l.'t passes for til*
American Conference stand- yards, the Falcon's total yardage
in the air. On the ground, howings.
Some Howling Croon fans ex- ever, four hackfield men shared
pressed disappointment after the the honors.
Don Lisbon was the rushing
game because the score wasn't
loader for the Falcons for the
more impressive, but Coach Dnyt
second straight game, with 5S
Perry seemed satisfied with the
yards in HI carries. Senior fullwin.
back Kay Hell picked up 62 yards
It's obvious by now that no conin 10 a!tempts. Sophomore Jay
ference team, with the possible
Cunningham, who scored the onexception of Marshall, can In1 conly touchdown for the
Falcons.
sidered "weak". This year, the
gained ">1 yards in IS carries, while
league seems better balanced than
Harry Weaver carried eight limes
ever before.
and picked tip 47 yards.
Norm I.import lowered his puntTickets for Saturday's game with
ing average for the year, with a
Toledo University are now on sale at 34.0 yard average in the llronco
the ticket oflice in Memorial Hall. The contest. I.import was third in the
University has received approximately
nation lasl week with an average
1.000 tickets Irom Toledo lor the qamo. of |0.0 for the first two Falcon
which begins at 8 p.m.
games. However, three of I.imBoth reserved seat tickets, selling tor
port's punts wore from inside the
S3.SO and general admission. S2.50,
Western 60 yard line, and distance
will be on sale Irom 9 a.m. to noon,
wasn't so important.
and 1 p.m. to S p.m. at the ticket ollice
Asa Klsea kicked a 83-yard field
this week.
goal
to
o p e n
the
Falcon scoring, and converted after
1
The week before the Bowling
til. only Howling Green touchGreen game Western gave condown, his ninth conversion in nine
ference favorite. Miami, a scare
attempts this season.
before losing, 17-7. at Oxford.
The Falcons were penalized
Saturday.
Western Michigan
eight times for (10 yards, and the
again tried to play the role of conBroncos einhl for 46 yards. Penference spoilers.
alties are one of the things that
The Hroneos played what Westupset Perry the most in a game,
ern end coach Tom Kissellc called.
lie teaches a "no mistakes" style
of play, and when the mistakes
"their best game of the year,"
and made things extremely uncom- are made, the Howling Green offense is bogged down. Mistakes
fortable for Perry and the falhave slowed the Falcons up in
cons.
their last two gomes. Against both
Outstanding performer for the
Dayton and
Western, Howling
Broneot had to be senior quarterGreen seemed to he moving in to
back Koger Thedor who completed
score, when a penalty or an In16 of 2S passes for 162 yards.
tercepted
pass would halt the
Once again, the Falcon pass dethreat.
fense took n beating, as Theder
Neither team could score until
was effective time after time with
By lira Klecknrr.
Sports Editor

late in the second period. The Falcons had a first down on the
Western 18, but oould not move in
for a touchdown. They settled for
Klsea's field goal, and took a .1-0
lead to the dressing room at halftime.
In the third quarter, Gary Sherman intercepted a Thodar pass on
the Howling Green •!- and returned in to the .'17. In 1-1 plays,
the Falcons moved till yards to
score their only touchdown of the
game. Cunningham went over right
guard front the one foot line with
J :1S left in the period.
Late in the game, the 10-0 lead
looked more and more like a final
score, when the Hroneos put themselves right back in the contest.
Fearnsido went back to pass
from the Howling Green II. and
Western's Blwood Miller picked it
off and raced all the way to score.
Thodar tried a pass to Miller
for the extra points, but it was

Incomplete.
With 6:11 left in the game.
Western kicked off. The Falcons
took the ball on their own 10,
and in five plays had moved to the
Bronco 84. On the next play, Cunningham carried over right tackle
to the 88, but fumbled and Western's Mike Maul recovered.
There was 1 :.r<0 left in the game
when Theder started a passing
barrage, completing throe straight.
Time ran out on the Hroneos on
the Howling Green .'it.
After the game. Perry commented, "The boys were a little
disappointed at the score, but 1
told them it was lull a tough, hard
fought game. This league is becoming tougher every year. F.vory
team is a threat."

Favorites Win
In MAC Action
The underdogs made it
tough for unbeaten Ohio U.
and Miami teams in Mid
American Conference action
nvcr the week end. The favorities came through in both
games, but it was a struggle.
Miami extended Its two season
winning streak to eight in a row
when it defeated Kent State, 2.'l11. The Redskins wont into the
final quarter nursing a 16-14 lead,
hut Hill Neumeier scored in the
last period to widen the margin
of victory.
The loss left Kent with a 1-8
record for the season.
In an exciting game at Athens,
Dayton showed itself to he a better
team than its win less record would
indicate. Last week, the Flyers
gave Howling Green a scare before losing 11-7. Saturday, Ohio
University had to score two tourhdowns in the last four minutes to
defeat the Flyers ^7-'2.r,.
Toledo broke into the winners
column for the first time this
year, with a 12-12 rout of Marshall. The Rockets scored in each
period to send Marshall to its
third straight defeat after an opening season win over Findlay.

tnrinroTrff ffiroTroTTrinnnroTn

The Falcon cross county
team hosts Kastern Michigan,
Wayne State, Baldwin-Wallace, and Toledo in a home
meet at -l p.m. today.
Last season Bowling Green

COACH DOYT PERRY pacei the
sidelines during Saturday's qame with
Western Michigan. The Falcons posted
their third victory of the season, but
they had to hold on to a lour point
lead In the last five minutes of the
qame to win.

Meet The Assistants

Gibson, Ruehl Rate Falcon
Line Heavier, Speedier
Boh Gibson, offensive line coach, and Jim Ruehl, interior
line coach, both rale the Falcon line highly this season.
Gibson is now in his seventh season at Bowling Green. A
graduate of Youngstown University, where he received the
bachelor of science degree in education, Coach Gibson lettered
in football, basketball, ami baBebalL
Gibson coached at Leetonia defensive guards and centers, was
High School anil Bast Liverpool High School. At Fast Liverpool, his team was undefeated in
1055.
Gibson feels that this year's line
has more overall speed and agility than last season's. The size of
the line averages 217 pounds.
Coach Gibson believes we may
have as good a team as we ever
hail. Ho said. "As far as lino concentration goes, wo have one
good team, and possibly some
good reserves, hut only time will
tell how much depth wo have."
Ruehl also is impressed with
the '82 "forward wall" and feels
it may be the host in Falcon history.
"The first unit is possibly the
best we've ever had." remarked
Ruehl. "Although being noticeably heavier, we have definitely
more speed than hist year."
The 32-year-old Ruehl, who
roaches both the offensive and

Lay miles of new hiuhtcnys! Construct new
homes by the millions! I'.stnblish new industries
that create ncic jobs'. Iluilil neic schools and

happy lo have letterman Jim
Grant rejoin the squad. (Irani,
originally not planning to return
to school, reported two weeks after practice began.
"With Grant back wo shtiuld
be even stronger," added Ruehl.
"Ill Gary Sherman, Kd Hottridgo,
.lint Wasserman, Hill Violet, and
Grant wo have an interior line
that averages approximately 211
pounds. Sherman and Hettridge
are both about ten pounds heavier."
Coach Ruehl first came to
Howling Croon as a graduate assistant and freshman football
Coach in 1965. He lettered as a
oenler for the Ohio State football
sqUad in the early 'fiO's.
Questioned as to the Falcons'
U KC chances, Ruehl said, "I'll bo
very disappointed if wc don't come
out on top. I feel certain that wc
can do it,"

Fraternity Touch Football Action
Features 5 Narrow Victories
Scores from the first fraternity
league touch football games show
no upsets, although five of the
seven games were decided by eight
points or less.
Sigma Nu edged /.eta Hot a Tan,
20 to 10, Delta iipsilon defeated
Kappa Sigma, 10 to 14, Beta
Theta Pi played Sigma Alpha I'.psilon to a "8 to .'18 tie, and Sigma
Chi rallied to heat Sigma Phi Ep-

silon, 20 to 13.
Pi Kappa Alpha defeated Phi
Kappa Psi, 52 to 7. Tail Kappa Kpsilon beat Phi Delta Theta, 20 to
12, and Alpha Tau Omega trounced
Phi Kappa Tau. 32 to 7.
Sigma Nu scored two TD's in
the last quarter to score a come
from behind win over Zeta Beta
Tau. Zeta Beta Tau had scored
twice in the first quarter, but failure to score on the point after
touchdown cost them the game.
Delta Upsilon scored all its
points in the first half, and then
coasted to victory over Kappa Sigma.
Sigma Chi scored 14 points in
the third quarter to break a 6 to 6

THE LIGHTS SAY
"GO.AMERICAI"

dofontod Wayne Suite 24-3f>, Baldwin-Wallace 19-44, and Toledo
17-44. The Falcons also hold a 1518 decision over Toledo in a dual
moot this year.
Wayne State holds an 11-7 edge
over the Falcon* through the
years. The Tartars had a fi-C record last year. Their top runner
this season is Frank Carissimi,
who won the Detroit cross country championship twice while a
student at Dcnby High School.
A powerful Central State cross
Country squad defeated the Falcons
19-86 on a
four mile
course here Saturday.
The Falcons, who had previously beaten Toledo and Miami, ran
gamely, but there was no catching the Marauders as l.es llegedus,
Hill Moore, and Choice Phillips
finished ahead of the first Falcon

tie and went on to win. 20 to 111.
Randy Knave! scored 12 points for
Sigma Phi E psi Ion.
Hob Sykora pushed over 19 points
for Pi Kappa Alpha in its triumph over Phi Kappa Pi. Carl
Y eager scored the only TD for the
Phi Psi's.
Jerry Boate scored two out of
three touchdowns for Tau Kappa
Kpsilon. as they scored a minor
upset over Phi Delta Theta.
Alpha Tau Omega got a TD in
every quarter as they out-classed
Phi Kappa Tau, 32 to 7.
Five men scored for Sigma Alpha Kpsilon in its 38 to 38 tie with

runner. Barry Hinkley. Dale Cordova finished fifth, Ralph Canady
eighth, Lloyd Kimc ninth, and
Don Bradley tenth for Bowling
Oreen.
The pace Hegedus set as he
established a new course record of
20:29.7. was so fast that the next
seven finishers also broke Binkloy's old record of 21:44.
Times for tho first five Falcons
were: Binkley, 21:28, Cordova,
21:31. Canady, 22:20, Kime, 22:27. and Bradley. 88:08.
This was the first meet for the
Marauders and the third for the
Falcons, who are now 2-1.
The Falcon frosh trounced tho
young Marauders 16-50, Bill Rieck
was first for Howling Croon with
a time of 21 :n3.9.

Flying Falcons
2nd In Air Meet
Bowling Green's Flying Falcons
tied for second place in total team
standings in tho Ohio Intercollegiate Air Moot, Saturday, at the
University Airport.
Sharing the second place tie was
Kent State University. Ohio University captured first in total team
standings nnd Ohio State University placed third.
The four competing universities
saw the safety awnrd for general
all around flying safety go to OSU.
The sehcdule of events began at
10 a.m. when the planes went up
for the Navigation Problem event.
Each contestant flew a 100 mile
triangular course which was announced 46 minutes before take
off. The contestants piloted their
courses, estimntcd their time of
arrival over three check points,
their total time for the round trip,
and the amount of fuel thnt was
consumed. Ohio U. placed first in
the event followed by (KSU, Bowling Croon and Kent.
Next, were the Power Off Accuracy Landings with power cut
to idle opposite the point of intended landings. Each contestant
maneuvered his plane so that he
could touch down as closely as
possible to a strip painted on the
runway. Bowling Croon's Stuart
Eckor and Duvid Carroll finished
in first and fourth position. Kent
and Ohio U. were second and
third.
The first afternoon event was
Power on Accuracy Landings. The
Pilots had the use of power in
this event in order to hit a white
line on the runway. Placing first
was Ohio U., second, OSU, third,
Kent, anil fourth, the Falcons'
Daniel Myers.
The last event was the Bomb
Drop. This consisted of a two man
team; the pilot and the bombardier. The pilots flew their planes
at an altitude of 200-300 feet
over a target set up on the field.
It was tho bo'mbardier's job to
relenso a two pound bag of lime
and try to hit the target. Ohio U.
snatched both first and second
slots with Kent and OSU following.
The state championship air meet
was judged by Mr. Carl E. Schwohcl, head resident of Conklin, and
Dr. Elwood S. Bohn, assistant professor of mathematics.
Beta Theta Pi. The Beta's preserved the tic by scoring their last
touchdown with 40 seconds left in
the game.
A tough struggle for the championship appears to be shaping up
between experienced Pi Kappa Alpha and the talent-loaded Sigma
Chi team.

COLLEGE STUDENTS EARN $200
Campus Representatives Wanted To Supervise Promotion Which Features:
Every L.P. in Schwann Catalog At 38-60% Off
No Minimum Purchase Required—INSTANT SERVICE
All L.P.S GUARANTEED
If Intcreitad In joining ... or becoming Exclusive Campus Rap. at high
commissions writ*

p.o. BOX 2

Record Club Of America

research centers . . . more strength for the nation
in every year to come!
The power it takes will be there. Electric
power from this and America's oilier investorowned electric companies. These companiesover 300 of them—are planning to double their
supply of electricity in the next ten years.
It's a fifty billion dollar program, by far the
greatest power expansion in world history. Proof
again that America's investor-owned electric light
and power companies can and will help keep
America Powerful.

TOLEDO EDISON

Ladies Love

SHETLAND
Ladies are not fickle where
this classic Shetland Sweater
is concerned. The CLOTHES
RACK puts the ribbon binding in view, and has it full
fashioned, of course.
$9.95

Kaufman's
Meals Anytime Until Midnight
Featuring Fine Steaks And Seafoods
163 S. MAIN ST.
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Editorially Speaking

Students Lack Necessary Skills
In Composition, Grammar-\Nhyl

Christmas Vacation
Christmas vacation has been altered from previous years.
Lenjrth of the recess has been shortened and make-up
classes have been scheduled for the first Saturday following
vacation.
Administrative officials set up the academic calendar. It
was approved by vote of the faculty and reviewed by Council on Student Affairs before becoming final.
Kach semester must contain 75 class days in addition to
examination days. This is the primary factor in building the
University calendar, Dr. Kenneth H. McFall, vice president,
explains.
In our present semester, Thanksgiving vacation will begin at noon Wednesday, Nov. 21. Christmas recess begins at
noon Saturday, Dec. 15 and ends at 6 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 2.
With this arrangement Wednesday evening classes will meet
as regularly scheduled, but Wednesday afternoon classes will
be made up Saturday morning.
Our new 18-day Christmas vacation is comparable to
Ohio University and Miami University—both of which are
on semester plans. Ohio University has a recess running from
Dec. 15 to Jan. 3. Miami University ends classes at noon Dec.
14 and resumes them at 1 p.m. Jan. 2.
A shorter Christinas vacation is desirable. The longer
recesses such as we have had in the past allow a break in continuity of the semester that cannot be regained in the few
weeks remaining in the semester after vacation.
We are in favor of a shorter Christmas vacation. The idea
of having classes on Saturday morning to make up for Wednesday afternoon classes is not so appealing.
With the necessity of having 75 complete class days, we
can see that a half day taken off Nov. 21 must be made up
somewhere.
Traveling on Jan. 1 is undesirable because of the danger
involved. Last year's Student Council action asking for an extension of vacation to Jan. :\ is an indication of student feeling here. It is apparent that having Wednesday (Jan. 2) aftern i classes would not be desirable for students having a long
distance to travel.
Perhaps for this year Saturday morning classes are the
only solution. We can only hope that future calendars will be
arranged so that classes are not held on undesirable days.
— Ann Jett

Letter To The Editor
'Asses And Editors'
the Editor:
This Hummer while reading the
Tilled" Blade I happened to rend a
very interesting editorial. It was
originally written in the Greenstmro (N.C.) Dally News and I hope
it will furnish food for thought
for the University as it did fur me.
It is entitled Allt$ mid Kilitor*.
One of the dailies that crOSSM
our desk during the academic season is the Daily Tar Heel edited
by the students at Chapel Hill,
which on days of editorial placidity is often like an nngry wasp
buzzing in a Nwarni of butterflies.
TH
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CHURCH

Lately an editor of the Daily
Tar Heel suggested that the paper
might be better off "under the
aegis" of the School of .lournnlisin.
Certainly such a course, for the
traditionally Independent paper,
would offer refuse from its recruiting difficulties and pence of
mind for the editors. Ultimately,
however, it would also make adults
responsible for its editorials! and
if one believes in the rinht and duty
of youth to be rash, that would be
unhappy.
I'm that reason, we were glad
to read a lengthy declaration by
the present editors opposing the
Journalism School solution for the
Tar Heel. It said, in part:
". . . In a sense, if an editor is
to bo in any way effective, he must
have the complete right to make an
ass of himself. This does not mean
. . . that he should try consciously
to bo an enfant terrible. Hut it does
mean that he should write always
as a student, prone to foibles and
frailties that make him a student,
unhampered by some outside influence that calls conscience on
him at the drop of a hat . . .
"If the editor of this, or any
other college newspaper feels that
the mayor, the governor, the
chancellor) a professor or anyone
else is a bumbling idiot, he should
be aide to say so. If he's wrong,
his error will not go unnoticed ...
He'll find out soon enough..."
Wo have seldom soon the basic
principle of editorial freedom—for
students or
graybeards—bettor
stated.
Bill Rauch

Official
Announcements

^ SHOE

SHOP
111 South Maim St.

Studonts under 21 years of age who
plan to lake the Oral Polio Vaccine
at the clinic to be held October 17
in Memorial Hall should get a form to
be signed by their parents. These forms
are available from their Head Resident.
Olf campus students may obtain per
mission slips from the office of the
Dean of Students.

DINOS
Free Delivery

Pizza Spagetti
Steaks
Barbecued Chicken Ribs
Torpedos
Call 354-4603

*•? v *>
JUNIOR CLASS PRESIDENT. William F. Calhoun (center), presented service
recognition trophies to officers of las! year's Sophomore Class last night at the
Junior Class officers' meeting. Dennis S. McGurer (left), past Sophomore Class
vice president and vies president of the Junior Class, and Garry H. Coulter, past
Sophomore Class secretary, hold their service awards. The gavel and trophy in
the foreground aro for William L. Ommert. past class president, and Bonnie A.
Gawronski. past class treasurer, who were not available for the picture.

Professorially Speaking

1962-Turning Point For ETV;
Government Authorizes Direct Aid
By Dr. R. Franklin Smith
Instructor In Speoch
Years from now, communicaper cent of the nation's radio stations historians will no doubt note
lions were operated by colleges
that I'.Mil! was the year that miland universities.
lioni of American:; huddled for
Howover. many o| lha.o .duca
hours
before
their television
Honal Institution! were forced to
sits and applauded John Glenn.
give us their licenses because of
No doubt they also will give recogInadequate planning, lack of finition to the first instantaneous
nancial support, faculty and adtelevision linkage of Europe and
ministrative apathy toward this
America with tin* launching of
now "toy." and the pressure of
Telstar.
commercial competition. A few In
stitutlons. notably the larger unl
On the other hand, they may reversllles. managed to retain their
cord that IIIf»12 was most signifiAM licenses.
cant not because of these dramatic
Men from these schools led n
events, but because that year was
a turning point for America's
continually growing number of
Kou-th Network, or as some have
supporters in efforts to acquire
it portion of the AM channels for
chosen to label educational broadthe exclusive Use of education.
cast ing. our Second Service.
Several bills providing for such
For the first lime in broadcastreservations were introduced in
ing history, the Federal governCongress during the late twenties
ment this year authorized direct
and early thirties. All of them
financial aid to educational broadcasting. Congress approved legis*•»• ".''<'•''*<•<'• As a result the
lation authorising »:I2,000,000 "to
AM radio channels were left largoeslablish a program of Federal
>' '" ll"- h,,n,ls "f «'onimercial
matching grants for the construe'•'■■■a'lcasters.
lion of television broadcasting fa, ■*• f"'st v"'l'"-v 'or educaUoiw
b
rilities to be used for educational
™'dc"lin* eV°"SUBU/ «" me in
mmunipurposes." Congress also passed
cations Commission reserved twena law requiring that television sets
ty-five channels in the KM band
shipped in interstate commerce
for noncommercial
educational
must be equipped to receive the
stations.
7(1 Hill-' channels as well as the
Ity 1951 the educators were deIL' \" 111-" channels.
termined not In allow the teleTwo thirds ol educational television channels to go by default
vision's channel reservations are In
to commercial interests. The Joint
the UHF portion of the broadcast
Council for Kducntionn! Televispectrum. Thus. It Is hoped. In a
sion was organised to represent
few yoars most viewers will as
educators before the FCC, which
readily be able to receive ETV as
at the time was considering how
well as commercial programs. With
television channels should be althe prospoct of ETV being availa
located on a national basis. With
bio to anyone who chooses to view
the added assistance of CommisIt. and with financial assistance
sioner Frieda Ilcnnock, a strong
forthcoming, a national educational
advocate of educational reservatelevision system may more speed!
tions, the educators were successly become a reality.
ful.
It is desirable (hat the network
In its historic Sixth Report and
be established as soon us possible;
Order of April II, 1952, the FCC
it has (aken ten years to activate
reserved 241 assignments, (80
(be sixty-four educational telcviVHP and 182 UHF) or npproxision stations now on the air, fortymately eleven per cent of availaflye of which are operating in the
ble channels for noncommercial
VHF part of the spectrum reSeveral additional rcservsUse.
served for ETV. There are growtjons have since been made. The
mg demands for (he limited broadfirst station to be activated on
cast frequencies for military, inan educational channel was KUHT,
dustrial, commercial and now inlicensed to the University of Houstemalional uses, and it is queston. The station begun broadcast
tionahle how long channels will
operation in Mnv, 1115:!.
continue to be reserved for eduWhat is the future of educacution if they are not used.
Uonsal broadcasting? There are
Certainly the growth of cducnnow ,1011 assignments for ETV.
tionul broadcasting has been a
At the end of 1981, the National
gradual and arduous one. Prior to
al and educotioual possibilities of
World War I, much of the developthis new medium of radio, many
ment of wireless and radio equipAssociation of Kducational Broadment took place in the physics
casters reported that a minimum
laboratories of our colleges and
of 639 additional channels will be
universities. Foreseeing the culturneeded to develop a national teleof these experimenters persuaded
vision system. It remains to be
their institutions to operate radio
seen how many of these channels
stations. In fact, by 1923, twelve
will be reserved.

By Don Winston. NEWS Staff Writer
Two freshman students, Roger five classes, each one comprised of
and Jo Ann, are having difficulty 36 to 40 students, that's 200 themes
with English. Their grammar is to grade. If it were possible to
poor and their writing attempts grade one theme in ten minutes,
lead them only to frustration and which is a very conservative estimate, it would take approximately
despair.
Roger and Jo Ann are just two 33 hours each week to grade the
of more than 80 freshman students 200 themes." This, he stated, would
attending the University who are be in addition to a teacher's daily
either receiving or are in desperate hours in school, not including class
need of special instruction in Eng- preparation.
Literature Emphasised
lish composition and grammar
"A teacher is only human and
skills.
The important question is not just can't keep a pace like that,"
why these students are having said Dr. Bushore. He indicated
trouble but how this situation came what happens instead is that the
about. Is it the student's fault high school English teacher emthey're having these problems? If phasizes courses in literature which
take less paper-grading.
not—then whose fault is it?
"Consequently," continued Dr.
Mrs. Martha Wertheim, instructor in a Remedial English 90 Bashore, "the student doesn't get
course, places the blame on the pri- enough practical writing experimary and secondary school sys- ence in high school. When he comes
tems. "Often high schools don't to college, he must write not simpteach stuflents grammar," began ly paragraphs but whole themes in
Mrs. Wertheim. "This may be an class. The student falls down even
indication that college professors on basic organization and becomes
are not teaching future teachers
frustrated.
how to teach."
Dr. Bashore suggested one positive remedy to this problem would
Methods Breakdown
be to reduce the size of the high
Mrs. Wertheim reported that in school classroom, thus enabling the
many universities there is a teacher to concentrate on composi"breakdown" in teaching methods tion skills.
coarse* and in courses taught to
Student Altitude
prospective teachers.
One other important factor in
"Colleges aren't teaching teachEnglish problems brought out by
ers what they need to know to Dr. Bashore was student attitude.
teach." she said.
"The freshman students bring
Mrs. Wertheim was herself a
with them certain unfavorable athigh school English teacher for titudes toward Knglish courses,"
seven years. During her secondary
he said. "They think that because
school teaching career, she taught
they've been speaking the lanboth regular English courses and a guage all their lives they shouldn't
special advanced placement courses
have to come to college and take a
for high school seniors. The ad- course in it."
vanced placement course is one in
Dr. Bashore then pointed out the
which the high school senior comfallacies in this attitude. "Beginpletes a 12th and 13th year Eng- ning students don't realize that
lish program in one year.
they not only must be abte to speak
Dr. James R. Bashore Jr., Dithe language, but also they must
rector of Freshman English, outlearn how to control it. They must
lined the reason for the alleged
bo able to adapt their language to
indolence on the part of the high
many different situations."
school teachers. He pointed out
Students faced with the above
there is a definite tack of practical
problems should not become diswriting experience in the secondcouraged however. "Above all,"
ary schools, but not without good said Mrs. Wertheim. "they should
reason.
avoid feeling apathetic."
"For example." stated Dr. Iln"If I can destroy a student's
Shore, "consider the typical high
apathy, then learning is but anschool teacher's load of four or other single step."

VITALIS - KEEPS YOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!
Greatest discovery since the comb! Vitalis with V-7®, the
greaseless grooming discovery. Keeps your hair neat all day
without grease-and prevents dryness, too. Try Vitalis today.

-JUNIOR CLASS PARTYWhen-Sunday, Oct. 14, 6-10 p.m.

Dress-Casual

Where-Sidecut Park in Maumee'

Entertainment-Great

Music-'RAMBLERS" from the
"Rocking Chair"
Refreshments-Cider, Doughnuts,
andToasted Marshmellows

Transportation-Car Caravan dedeparting from B.G. at 5:45 p.m.
Stag or Dates
Information-Contact Stephen Henderson

TN CASE OF BAD WEATHER—OLD NEST IN PORTAGE
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Falcon Team To Host
Cross Country Meet

Unbeaten Falcons Win 3rd Victory;
Move Into MAC Leadership Tie
By lira KUckner.
Spjris Editor

After
Saturday's
hard
fought 10-6 win over Western
Michigan, the unbeaten Falcons are tied with Miami and
Ohio University atop the MidAmerican Conference standing*.

Some Howling Croon fans expressed disappointment after the
game because the score wasn't
more impressive, but Conch Doyt
Perry seemed satisfied with the
win.
It's obvious by now that no conference team, with the possible
exception of Marshall, can be considered "weak". This year, the
league seems bettor balanced than
ever before.
Tickets lor Saturday's qame with
Toledo University are now on tale at
the ticket olhce in Memorial Hall. The
University has received approximately
1,000 tickets from Toledo for the qame.
which beqins al 8 p.m.
Both reserved seal tickets, selling for
S3.50 and genera! admission, S2.S0.
will be on sale from 9 a.m. to noon,
and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. at the ticket office
this week.
The week before the Bowling
OrecD game Western gave conference favorite. Miami, a scare
before losing, 17-7. at Oxford.
Saturday.
Western
Michigan
again tried to play the role of conference spoilers.
The Broncos played what West
ern end coach Tom Kisselle called,
"their best game of the >eai."
and made things extremely uncomfortable for Parry anil the Falcons.
Outstanding performer for the
Bronco* had to be senior quarterhack Koger Theder who completed
16 of 28 passes for 152 yards.
Once again, the Falcon pass defense took a heating, as Theder
was effective lime after time with

his short, bullet-like passes.
Ill fact. Thedar was just about
the whole show for Western offensively. The Broncos could gain
only .">'.' yards on the ground.
The Howling Green offensive
statistics were almost the opposite
of Westerns. Hob Kearnside completed five of 18 passes for <>!>
yards, the Falcon's total yardage
in the air. On the ground, however, four hackfield men shared
tin- honors.
Don Lisbon was the rushing
leader for the Falcons for the
second
straight game, with 5a
yards in 10 carries. Senior fullhack Kay Hell picked up Wl yards
in 10 attempts. Sophomore Jay
Cunningham, who scored the only touchdown for the
Falcons.
gained .r>l yards in 12 carries, while
Harry Weaver carried eight times
and picked up 47 yards.
Norm I,import lowered his punting average for the year, with a
34.0 yard average in the Hronco
contest. I.import was third in the
nation last week with an average
of I"'..(I for the first two Falcon
games. However, three of Limport's punt* wore from inside the
Western oil yard line, and distance
wasn't so important,
Asa F.lsoa kicked a 83-yard field
goal
to
o p o n
the
Falcon scoring, and converted after
the only Howling Croon touchdown, his ninth conversion in nine
attempt* this season.
The Falcons wore penalized
eight limes for till yards, and the
Broncos eight for 45 yards. Penalties are one of the things that
upset Perry the most in a game.
Ho leaches a "no mistakes" stylo
of play, and when Iho mistakes
are made, the Howling Croon offense is bogged down. Mistakes
have slowed the Falcons up in
their last two games. Against both
Dayton and
Western. Bowling
Groen seemed to bo moving in to
score, when a penalty or an intercepted
pass would halt the
throat.
Neither loam could score until

late in the second period. The Falcons had a first down on the
Western 18, but could not move in
for a touchdown. They settled for
Klsea's field goal, and took a 3-0
lead to the dressing room at halftime.
In the third quarter, Cary Sherman intercepted a Thedar pass on
the Howling Croon 32 and returned in to the 37. In 14 plays,
the Falcons moved OS yards to
score their only touchdown of the
game. Cunningham went over right
guard from the one finrt line with
":1s: left in the period.
l.ate in the game, the 10-0 lead
looked more and more like a final
score, when the Bronco* put themselves right hack in the contest.
Fearnsido went haok to pass
from the Howling Croon 41. and
Western's F.lwood Miller picked it
off and raced all the way to score.
Thedar tried a pass to Miller
for the extra points, but it was

Incomplete,
With 5:18 left in the game.
Western kicked off. The Falcons
took the ball on their own 10.
anil in five play* had moved to the
Hronco .11. On the next play. Cunningham carried over right tackle
to the 82, hut fumbled and Western's Mike Maul recovered.
There was 1:50 left in the game
when Theder started a passing
barrage, completing three strnight.
Time ran out on the Broncos on
the Howling Croon .'14.
After the game. Pony commented. "The boys wore a little
disappointed at the score, but I
told them it was |u*l a tough, hard
fought game. This league Is becoming tougher every year. F.vcry
team is a threat."

Favorites Win
In MAC Action
The underdogs made it
loiijrh for unbeaten Ohio U.
and Miami teams in Mid
American Conference action
over llie week end. The favorities came through in both
games, but it was a struggle.
Miami extended it.s two season
winning streak to eight in a row
when it defeated Kent State, 2311. The Redskins went into the
final quarter nursing a 10-11 load,
but Hill Noumoior scored in the
last period to widen the margin
of victory.
The loss loft Kent with a 1-3
record for the season.
In an oxoiting game at Athens.
Dayton showed itself to he a bettor
team than it.s winloss record would
Indicate. Last week, the Flyers
gave Howling Croon a scare before losing 11-7. Saturday, Ohio
University had to score two touchdowns in the last four minutes to
defeat the Flyers 27-25.
Toledo broke into the winners
column for the first time this
year, with a 12-12 rout of Marshall. The Rocket* scored in each
period to send Marshall to its
third straight defeat after an opening season win over Findlay.

Bnnnnns innmnnrrinrgTmn:

THE LIGHTS SAY
"GO, AMERICA!"
Lay miles of new hiahwnvs! Construct new
homes by the millions'. Establish new industries
Uial create new jobs! Iluilil new schools and

The Falcon cross county
team hosts Kastern Michigan.
Wayne .State, Baldwin-Wallace, and Toledo in a home
meet at 1 p.m. today.
Last season Bowling Green

COACH DOYT PERRY paces the
sidelines during Saturday's qame with
Western Michlqan. the Falcons posted
their third victory of the season, but
Ihey had to hold on to a tour polnl
lead In the last live minutes of the
qame to win.

defeated Wayne State 24-3R, Baldwin-Wnllaco 19-44, and Toledo
17-44. The Falcons also hold a ISIS decision over Toledo in a dual
moot this year.
Wayne State holds an 11-7 edge
over the Falcon* through the
years. The Tartars had a 8-6 record last yonr. Their top runner
this season is Frank Carissimi.
who won the Detroit cross country championship twice while a
student at nenby High School.
A powerful Central State cross
country squad defeated the Faloons
19-86 on a
four mile
course hero Saturday.
The Falcons, who had previously beaten Toledo and Miami, ran
gamely, but there was no catching the Marauders as I.es llegcdus.
Hill Moore, and Choice Phillips
finished ahead of the first Falcon

Meet The Assistants

Gibson, Ruehl Rate Falcon
Line Heavier, Speedier
Bob Gibson, offensive line coach, and Jim Ruchl, interior*
line coach, both rate the Falcon line highly this season.
Gibson is now in his seventh season al Bowling Green. A
graduate of Youngstown University, where he received the
bachelor of science degree in education. Coach Gibson lettered
in football, basketball, and baseball.
Gibson coached al Leetonia defensive guards and centers, was
High School and Bast Liver- happy to have lottermati Jim
pool High School, At East Liver- Grant rejoin the squad. Crant,
pool, hi.s team was undefeated in originally not planning to return
1966.
Gibson feels that this year's line
hns more overall speed and agility than last season's. The size of
the line averages 217 pound*.
Coach (iih.son believes wo may
have as good a team as wo over
had. Ho said, "As far as lino concentration goes, wo have one
good team, anil possibly some
good reserves, hut only lime will
tell how much depth wo have."
Ruehl also is impressed with
the '68 "forward wall" and feels
it may be the best in Falcon history.
"The first unit is possibly the
host we've over had," remarked
Ruehl. "Although being noticeably heavier, we have definitely
more speed thnn last year."
The 82-year-old Ruehl, who
roaches both the offensive and

to school, reported two weeks after practice began.

"With Crant bnek wo should
ho oven stronger," added Kuehl.
"Ill Cary Sherman, F.d Hottridgo,
.1 iin Wassermnn, Hill Violet, and
Crant wo have an interior lino
that averages approximately 216
pounds. Sherman and Hetlridge
are both about ten pounds heavier."
Coach Ruehl first came to
Howling Croon as a graduate asslstant and freshman
football
coach in 1965, He lettered as a
cenlcr for the Ohio State football
squad in the early TiO's.
Questioned as to the Falcons'
MAC chances, Ruehl said, "I'll he
very disappointed if we don't come
out on top. I feel certain that we
can do it,"

Fraternity Touch Football Action
Features 5 Narrow Victories
Scores from the first fraternity
league touch football games show
no upsets, although five of the
seven games wore decided by eight
points or loss.
Sigma Nu edged Zetu Beta Tail,
20 to 111, Delta Upsilon defeated
Kappa Sigma, 10 to 14. Beta
Thota I'i played Sigma Alpha F.psilon to a .'18 to 118 tie, and Sigma
Chi rallied to heat Sigma Phi F.psilon. 20 to 13.
I'i Kuppn Alpha defeated Phi
Kappa Psi, 62 to 7, Tau Kappa F.psilon boat Phi Delta Thota, 20 to
12, and Alpha Tau Omega trounced
Phi Kappa Tau. 32 to 7.
Sigma Nu scored two TD's in
the last quarter to score a come
from behind win over Zcta Beta
Tau. Zeta Beta Tau had scored
twice in the first quarter, but failure to score on the point after
touchdown cost them the game.
Delta Upsilon scored all its
points in the first half, and then
coasted to victory over Kappa Sigma.
Sigma Chi scored 14 points in
the third quarter to break a 6 to 6

tie and went on to win. 20 to 13.
Randy Knavcl scored 12 points for
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Bob Sykora pushed over 19 points
for Pi Kappa Alpha in its triumph over Phi Kappa Pi. Carl
Y eager scored the only TD for the
Phi Psi's.
Jerry Boate scored two out of
I line touchdowns for Tau Kappa
F.psilon. as they scored a minor
upset over Phi Delta Theta.
Alpha Tau Omega got a TD in
every quarter as they out-classed
Phi Kappa Tau, 32 to 7.
Five men scored for Sigma Alpha Epsilon in its 38 to 38 tie with

runner, Barry Binkley. Dale Cordova finished fifth, Ralph Canady
eighth, Lloyd Kime ninth, and
Don Bradley tenth for Bowling
Creen.
The pace Hogedus set as he
established a now course record of
20:20.7, was so fast that the next
seven finishers also broke Binkloy's old record of 21:44.
Times for the first five Falcons
were: Binkley, 21:28, Cordovn,
21:31, Canady, 22:20. Kime, 22:27, and Bradley, 23:0(1.
This was the first meet for the
Marauders and the third for the
Falcons, who are now 2-1.
The Falcon frosh trounced the
young Marauders 15-50. Bill Rieck
was first for Rowling Croon with
a time of 21168.9.

Flying Falcons
2nd In Air Meet
Bowling Creon's Flying Falcons
tied for second place in total team
standings in the Ohio Intercollegiate Air Meet, Saturday, at the
University Airport.
Sharing the second place tie was
Kent State University. Ohio University captured first in total team
standings and Ohio State University placed third.
The four competing universities
saw the safety award for general
all around flying safety go to OSU.
The schedule of events began at
III a.m. when the planes went up
for the Navigation Problem event.
F.aeh contestant flew a 100 mile
triangular course which was announced 45 minutes before take
off. The contestant:! piloted their
courses, estimated their time of
arrival over three check points,
their total time for the round trip,
and the amount of fuel that was
consumed. Ohio U. placed first in
the event followed by OSU, Bowling Croon and Kent.
Next, wore the Power Off Accuracy landings with power cut
to idle oppoilt* the point of intended landings. Finch contestant
maneuvered his plane so that he
could touch down ns closely as
possible to a strip painted on the
runway. Bowling Creen's Stuart
Ecker and David Carroll finished
in first and fourth position. Kent
and Ohio U. were second and
third.
The first afternoon event was
Power on Accuracy Landings. The
Pilots had the use of power in
this event in order to hit n white
lino on the runway. Placing first
was Ohio U., second, OSU, third,
Kent, and fourth, the Falcons'
Daniel Myers.
The last event was the Bomb
Drop. This consisted of a two man
team; the pilot and the bombardier. The pilots flew their planes
at an altitude of 200-300 feet
over a target set up on the field.
It was tho bombardier's job to
release a two pound bag of lime
and try to hit the target. Ohio U.
snatched both first and second
slots with Kent and OSU following.
The state championship air meet
was judged by Mr. Carl E. Schwobcl, head resident of Conklin, and
Dr. Elwood S. Bohn, assistant professor of mathematics.
Beta Theta Pi. The Beta's preserved tho tic by scoring their last
touchdown with 40 seconds left in
the game.
A tough struggle for the championship appears to be shaping up
between experienced Pi Kappa Alpha and the talent-loaded Sigma
Chi team.

COLLEGE STUDENTS EARN $200
Campus Representatives Wanted To Supervise Promotion Which Features:
Every L.P. in Schwann Catalog At 38-60% Off
No Minimum Purchase Required—INSTANT SERVICE
All LP.'s GUARANTEED
If interested in joining ... or becoming Exclusive Campus Rep. al high
commissions write

p.o. BOX 2

Record Club Of America

research centers ... more strength for the nation
in every year to come!
The power it takes will be there. Electric
power from this and America's other investorowned electric companies. These companiesover 300 of them—are planning to double their
supply of electricity in the next ten years.
It's a fifty billion dollar program, by far the
greatest power expansion in world history. Proof
again that America's investor-owned electric light
and power companies can and will help keep
America Powerful.

TOLEDO EDISON

Ladies Love

SHETLAND
Ladies are not fickle where
this classic Shetland Sweater
is concerned. The CLOTH'iS
RACK puts the ribbon binding in view, and has it full
fashioned, of course.
$9.95

Kaufman's
Meals Anytime Until Midnight
Featuring Fine Steaks And Seafoods
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163 S. MAIN ST.
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Tales And Tidbits

Discussion Groups

And How Are
Your Bacteria?
By Claudia Snamm.n
Social Editor
Achoo—cough—wheeze. To the
The campus movie this week end
henlth center! Gulp those 20 packwill feature "Story on Page One"
ets of orange and brown striped
and "Once More With Feeling" ...
pills! End that nasal drip! And
It is too bad that some students
chug that potent rough medicine!
who would like to attend the Union
How else can one rid oneself of
Artist and Lecture Scries cannot
those "teeny-tiny-itsy-bitsy bacterido so because of night classes...
ums" that are floating through the
Ann K. Scherry has been apair . . .
pointed adviser to the Student OrAnd then there is Linda Holmnn
ganization Hoard. Miss Scherry,
—the "Carnation Girl" of Alpha
an alumna of '02, is past editor of
Chi Omega's spring pledge class
the NEWS and now works in the
who received two lovely, deep-red
Student Activities Office . . .
roses (not carnations!) during the
Signs seen on dormitory doors
sorority initiation banquet ■ . .
include: "Come In— Everything
else has gone wrong today" and
"When in trouble, when in doubt;
Ron in circles, scream and shout"

SAM Now Open
For Membership

The national Society for the Advancement of Management, Is open
for membership for all interested
upperclass students.
SAM brings speakers from all
different phases of the business
world to the campus to speak to its
members, shows films concerning
various industries, and tours different types of industrial plants
in Indiana and Michigan, as well
as in Ohio.
There arc chapters in 190 different colleges nnd universities ucross
the nation, with a combined membership of over 12,200 students.
Last year the local chapter of
SAM had a membciship of more
than 100 students
Students interested in becoming
SAM members should contact Ronkid E. Cray in Kohl Hall.

Library Inagurates
Reading Machines
One of the more recent developments in library science is the introduction of micro-type reading
machines. The University Library
has five of these machines for the
student's use.
Three different machines can be
found in the library: two microfilm reading machines) two microcard reading machines, and one
microprint reading machine.
The basic idea of micro-type
reading machines is to fit as much
material on a small card as possible. There may be as many as fill
pages of text on a three by five
micro-card. The University Library contains the equivalent of
4,0011 volumes on microfilm.

Residents in East Hall of the
Women's Residence Center elected
the following to officer positions:
Christine Preyer, president; Jocelyn Daniels, vice president; Mary
P. Schindler, secretary; and Claudia A. Zuranski, treasurer. Temporary officers of West Hall include
Patricia F. Parsons, president;
Janet L. Rausch, vice president;
Donna L. Myers, secretary; Paula
J. Cooper, treasurer; and Martha
L. Popp. scholarship chairman . . .
Members of Conklin Hall and
their dates will have a hayride beginning ai 8 p.m. Friday. Oct. 12.
Couples will leave from behind
Conklin . . .
" Ragtime Cowboy Joe" by Alvin
the chipmunk and other "favorites"
have appeared on the record list of
music lovers in the Browsing Room
Speaking of Alvin, an albino
squirrel has been residing on campus. So, if your friend passes you
with bis nose in the air, he may
notercally be avoiding you; he may
simply IM.1 watching for squirrels
Another dormitory door sign:
"We don't know what we are doing; but, we are doing it very carefully and hope you are pleased with
our intelligent diligence" . . .
From Nov. 7 through 11, the play
entitled "The Adding Machine"
will be presented by tin1 speech and
drama department. The whole east
doesn'l amount to much; in fact,
the lead parts are "Mr. and Mrs.
Zero" . . .
Ah yes. that last sign on the
door is the most effective. Printed
in large bold letU'rs is the female's
thought for the day: MEN!
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Cobus Hour
"Planning for Economic Regions" will be the topic of discussion at Cobus Hour at 3:30
p.m. tomorrow, in the Dogwood
Suite.
Dr. Peter H. Nash, chairman of
the department of geography and
regional planning at the University of Cincinnati, will be guest
speaker. Dr. Nash will speak on
the processes and procedures for
urban development. He chose this
topic because, as he said, "Continually
accelerating
population
shifts toward urban centers have
focused increasing scholarly and

A GIRL'S BEST FRIEND U lull what Karen L. Roitivo, a sophomore In the
College of Education. Is being presented with hero. Mill Roslivo'i mother and
lather ilood by ai a repreieitatlre e| Ohio Oil Company preienled her with
the $1,000 diamond ring she won in the Marathon Diamond Jubilee Sweep.takes.

Kampus Kaleidoscope
ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN STU
DENTS' JUDICIAL BOARD—Will present
two mock CQIBI lo new University head
residents this aflernoon at 3:30 In
th© Alumni Room.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB— Will have Dr.
Baall S. Geargopoulos from the Unl
rerslty of Michigan ■peaking on "So
cioloay of Large Organisations" at
3:30 p.m. today In th* River Room.
Club memberi extend a welcome to
anyone Interested to attend.
PEM CLUB—Is sponsoring a reception
In honor of all new Health and Phyil
cal Education major*- and minors this
evening at 8 In th* Women's Gym.
Th* reception will be conducted on a
big lister Utlle sliler basis.
GAMMA DELTA Missouri Lutheran
Synod organisation of college students,
announces th* beginning of Instructional classes In Lutheranism lo begin
at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday. Reverend
Paul L. Tuchardt will conduct these
weekly meetings In the Lutheran Stu
dent Center. 716 E. Wooster Street.
Gamma Dolla choir practice will be
h*ld at 6:30 p.m. Friday In th* LSC.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS CLUB—Will hold
Its first meeting at 7:30 p.m. Wed
nesday In th* Industrial Arts Bldg.
Ralph B. Nelson, faculty advisor. In

Tiles all Industrial arts majors and
minors to attend.
HOME
ECONOMICS
CLUB— Will
hold an Informal meeting with Phi Up
•lion Omlcron. national professional
society for women In home economics,
at 6:45 p.m. Wednesday in the Home
Economics Bldg. An Informative bus!
ness meeting will be held with refreshments served afterwards.
LUTHERAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
—Is sponsoring an Informal discussion
and coffee hour at 2:30 p.m. Thurs
day In the Wayne Room.
CAMPUS MARRIED COUPLES —
Will hold an organisational meeting
at 7 p.m. Sunday In Ihe Perry Cro
ghan Room.
WORKSHOP PLAYERS Will have its
regular meeting at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
October 17 In Ihe Capital Room. The
Workshop Players Is a freshman so
cial organisation for students interested In drama. Those interested should
contact Jann Graham. 113 South Hall.
CAMPUS WIVES - Will hold their
first meeting at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.
October 17 at Howards Trailer Park,
lot numbei seven. S2S Thurslin Street.
Mrs. Patricia Boyton. president, an
nounced that the first gathering will
be a get acquainted meeting.

University To Host
Bolivian Teachers
A group of South American educators will visit the campus Tuesday. Oct. 16. reports Dr. William
K. Harrington, acting dean of the
College of Education.
The group of nine teachers from
Rolivia. under the direction of the
United States Office of Education,
will visit University classes during
part of the day and city school
class sessions later in the afternoon.
At 4 p.m. Tuesday, President
Kalph (I. Ilarshman will hold a
coffee hour for the visitors. Attendance at this event will be
through invitation only.

Court News
Parking OMense
John I). Montgomery, fined .< I
James E. Timmons, fined $1
Patricia M. Burkhart, not guil-

ty
Fiod J. Costin, not guilty
Frederick J. Sweenev, not guill.v
Non Registration
Sweeney, not guilty
An unmarked two-car spot in
Area 1(1, between the Delta Gamma and the Alpha Phi sorority
houses, was ruled to be an assigned parking area and not to
be open U> students until after
•r> p.m.

professional attention on emerging forms of metropolitanism."
Through his work in urban
and regional planning. Dr. Naah
has gained international recognition. He was associated with regional studies at the University of
North. Carolina, and has done consultant work with the Defense
Department.
"Students and faculty are invited to attend this talk," said Dr.
James I\ Latham, associate professor of geography.
Books and Coliee
Live folk music will be the
featured attraction at the Books
and Coffee Hour, 330 p.m.,
Thursday, in the Ohio Suite.
Dr. Frederick W. Eckman, assistant professor of English, will
play the guitar and sing, as will
other members of the faculty and
students.
The session will
acknowledge
the growing popularity of folk
music In the United States today.

77 Pledge
(Con't. from Page 1)
Barkei, Cindy R. Christopher,
I.aureen A. I.ucansky. Barbara A.
Sutherland. I.inda J. Zutavern
Dolta Gamma
Merrily Freeman,
Connie L.
Cray, Nnriiia J. Johnson, Carole
A. Nit/, Helen C, Osmond
Delta XI Delta
Ma:va M. .Ionian, Gwendolyn
I,. Rosemond
Delta Zeta
Donna J. Marcis,
Sharon A.
Martell, Sandra J. Sherritt, Cynthia E. Stiles, I.inda K. Stopher
Gamma Phi Beta
Jacquclyn A. Bnus, Sharon A.
FaP"'.ly, Hrenila 1.. Hegedus, Darrene R. Hicken, Maybelle E.
Jacobs, Janet James, Barbara I..
Moss, Susan K. Snyder
Kappa Delta
Karen I.. Baker, Sharon V.
Benin, Carol I.. Callahan, Judith
K. Campbell, Janet C. Fidler, Ixiretta A. Foertch. Ann F. Hertlc,
Wilma J. Seif, Penelope A. Snider
Phi Mu
Marilyn Berger, Herhcna R. Erbanghi Sharron I.. Lares. Carol
A. Walt/.. Diane M. Wence

Dave Brubeck
I'm m t Dtriang Mood

RayConniff
Tfii rV.r fou too* Ton>9*t

Miles Dam
If/WMloW

The Brothers Four
IMPSJSM

Andre Previn
U* to"

Duke Ellington
Carmen McRae
PiisdrfM'r Jot

Roy Hamilton
Angtl £r«

Gerry Mulligan
TheHi-Lo's!
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Lambert, Hendri(
Cloudburst

Buddy Greco
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Great new record offer ($3.98 value)...just $1.00
when you buy Sheaffer's back-to-school special!

BETWEEN BITES...

get that refreshing new feeling
with Coke!

Bottlid under Minority ot
THe Coca-Coll Compiny by

Now when you buy your Sheaffer Cartridge Pen for
school, you get 98c worth of Skrip cartridges FREE... a
$3.93 value (or just $2.95. Look for Sheaffer's back-toschool special now at stores everywhere. On the back of
the package, there's a bonus for you ... a coupon good
for a $3.98 value Columbia limited-edition record. It's
"Swingin' Sound", twelve top artists playing top hits for
the first time on a 12" L.P. This doubli-talue back-toschool offer good only while they last! So hurry, choose
your Sheaffer Cartridge Pen from five smart colors... and
mail your "Swingin' Sound" record coupon today.

SHEAFFER'S BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL!
New cartridge pen with 98« worth of cartridges FREE.

$

3.93 VALUE FOR *2.95

SHEAFFERS

